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Leading family psychologist and personal therapist to Jaycee Dugard, Rebecca Bailey tells parents how to
keep their kids safe in this accessible, must-possess guidebook, with a foreword simply by Terry Probyn,
Jaycee's mom.Whether their children are toddlers or teens, six years old or sixteen, if they live in a rural
town, suburb, or a bustling town, all parents get worried about threats—from cyber-bullying to exploitation
and abduction. From abduction to abuse, Bailey clarifies how parents can speak to their children about
troubling topics even though building their self-esteem and teaching them how exactly to protect
themselves. Dr. What practical guidelines can they try reduce the risks and keep their kids safe? Rebecca
Bailey, with the assistance of her sister and rn, Elizabeth, gives very easily understood, easily followed
answers. Safe Kids, Wise Parents builds on Dr. A smart, comprehensive, and easy-to-read source, Safe
Kids, Wise Parents is the most significant book a parent can own.s years of encounter as a family
psychologist helping true families deal with real circumstances. What should they tell their children and
when? Bailey’
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Five Stars Great book and gets you in the proper mindset for thinking of your son or daughter's safety
Properly Written and Conscienousness Raising Well written simply by the psychologist who conducted an
intervention for J.C. Dugard of reunification that tops all horrific tales about child abduction, and shares
all that Dr. communication is crucial and as our world gets smaller and busier we have to let kids know
very well what to consider. An excellent book. educational consultant Safe Kids, Clever Parents. self help
for parenting Superb advice for parents of most kids big enough to walk. So much information regarding
how to tell your kids the need to be familiar with situations that are not safe. My granddaughter is
normally five years old and if there is anything we ought to know to keep her safe, I'm all for it. I saw the
book's author in a daytime chat show and was impressed. Scary problems are presented rationally.
Invaluable and essential resource for parents IN my 40+ year practice as a kid safety professional on local
and national levels, this is actually the only book which prepares parents to essentially DO child
protection parenting predicated on hard data and therapeutic practice. I hope that third , advice will keep
my kids safe. An amazing book that teaches and supports parents to market child safety by emphasizing
becoming alert and engaged. A very good book. I purchased the book for my girl for Christmas. AAA+++
AAA+++ Easy to read book Some great tips and incredibly easy to read and refer to often. In this day and
age one can not be as well prepared! Five stars Great book. A must for professionals, lay people, all who
cross paths and so are interested in the world of child abductions. Teaches how exactly to keep your kids
safe ... Good read for all parents, grandparents and others that care for children Great publication!
Teaches how exactly to keep your kids safe and sound. very important i believe all parents Have to
browse this and apply the principles. Bailey learned. If we can not change the "bad guys" we are able to
surely try to change what our kids experience.
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